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full of great expectations. In spite of bad world conditions
the trade outlook for Britain was good. He repeated his
forecast made at the General Election that given no major
upheaval we should have five years of steady improvement
in the life of the British people. On the same day came the
announcement that he was to be President of the forthcoming
Naval Conference, which at once raised extravagant hopes of
lower tonnages and smaller calibres, and prepared the ground
for further disillusion.
Then on lyth January he made his first speech as Foreign
Secretary at Warwick. The world's Press followed him into
the heart of England, the world's public waited eagerly.
Eden began well. The speech had shape and sincerity. Indeed
the words were so well chosen as to convey the impression of
a lecturer allowing himself the luxury of an opinion, rather
than of a politician wallowing in special pleas. * We shall
always be arrayed * was his message to Mussolini * on the side
of the collective system against any Government or people
who seek by a return to power politics to break up the peace
. . . we are seeking to create *. From the outset he em-
phasized the urgency of friendship with the United States
which was to be the keynote of nearly all his numerous
definition speeches, and was to make him in terms of Ameri-
can opinion perhaps the most popular and effective of all
British Foreign Secretaries.
The Times first leader the next day gave Eden the benefit
of its weighty praise, calling this speech the first explicit
declaration of policy since the recent * momentary confusion
of purposes' (an audacious euphemism even for the Thun-
derer!) Mr. Eden had * given us no heroics, no " gestures *%
no fireworks, but a settled foundation of sober and rational
principle upon which alone a consistent foreign policy can
be developed'. Eden had clarified two points about the
League's future: first, that member states must be strong
enough to convince aggressors that war will not pay, and
secondly that the League must allow for * necessary
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